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Presentation Notes
This presentation teaches you about the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s (FMCSA) Crash and Inspection Accuracy measures.
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 Overview of Accuracy Measures 

 Why Data Accuracy Matters 

 Training Objectives and Expected Outcomes  

 How State Ratings Are Determined 

 How to Interpret Data Quality Reports 

 How to Improve Data Quality 
 

Agenda 
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 Crash Accuracy: the percentage of crash records reported by  
a State over a 12-month period matched to a motor carrier 
registered in the Motor Carrier Management Information 
System (MCMIS) 

 Inspection Accuracy: the percentage of inspection records 
reported by a State over a 12-month period matched to a 
motor carrier registered in MCMIS 

 

Overview of Accuracy Measures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview of the  Accuracy MeasuresThe FMCSA’s Motor Carrier Management Information System (MCMIS) is a computerized information system that FMCSA uses to maintain the safety performance records of motor carriers and HM shippers subject to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations or the Hazardous Materials Regulations. When a record is uploaded to MCMIS, the system tries to match carrier information within the record to a carrier registered in MCMIS.A match helps ensure that the crash event or inspection is assigned to the right carrier.The Accuracy measures let you know how many of your State’s records have been matched to a registered carrier – and how many have not. There are two Accuracy measures. The first, Crash Accuracy, measures the percentage of crash records reported by a State over a 12-month period matched to a motor carrier registered in MCMIS. The second, Inspection Accuracy, measures the percentage of inspection records reported by a State over a 12-month period matched to a motor carrier registered in MCMIS.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
State Safety Data Quality (SSDQ) MeasuresEach State’s data quality is assessed according to nine performance measures and one overriding indicator. There are 5 performance measures for crash data, 4 for inspection data, and one crash indicator that combine to form one Overall Rating.   This presentation will discuss the Crash and Inspection Accuracy measures.
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Why Data Accuracy Matters 
MCMIS 

Carrier Search 

FMCSA  
Safety Programs 

MATCH Non-match Not Assigned  
to a Carrier 
•  Crashes 
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•  Violations 
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Investigations 
Roadside Inspections 

   
   

   

Carrier 
Safety Record 

Assigned  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why Data Accuracy MattersData accuracy matters because crash and inspection records submitted by States but are not matched to a carrier in MCMIS are not used in a carrier’s safety record. Safety records feed the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s (FMCSA) data-driven safety systems. FMCSA and the States use the safety systems to identify unsafe carriers, prioritize them for intervention, and monitor the improvement or decline of a motor carrier’s safety and compliance. If a crash or inspection record is not assigned to a carrier: A carrier’s safety record could be better or worse than it should be A carrier is not associated with a crash or violationA carrier is not credited with an inspection – good or bad  A State may get more requests for data correction through DataQsAccuracy leads to:More efficient use of resources for monitoring, investigation, and enforcementIdentification of the carriers that need close monitoringSafer roads
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 Explain the Crash and Inspection Accuracy  
performance measures 

 Show how data collection and processing errors can  
affect Accuracy ratings 

 Demonstrate the importance of assigning the correct  
carrier type to records and how to do so 

 Explore new non-match reports 

 Identify FMCSA resources for improving data quality 

Training Objectives 
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 Understand Accuracy performance measure methodology 

 Interpret Accuracy rating results 

 Interpret Accuracy State Data Analysis Reports (SDAR) 

 Identify potential sources of collection and reporting issues 

 Use new non-match reports 

 Assign correct carrier type 

Expected Outcomes 
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How State Ratings  
Are Determined 
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 Determines a rating (Good, Fair, Poor) based on percent  
of matched U.S. DOT numbers in MCMIS records over 12 
months 

 Does not evaluate records representing non-motor carriers 

 Evaluates records with carrier types of: 
  Interstate 

  Intrastate HM 

Methodology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The carrier types included in the evaluationThe methodology for the Crash and Inspection Accuracy measures evaluate all  records with interstate and intrastate HM (Intrastate carriers transporting Hazardous Material) carrier types.  The methodology does not evaluate records representing �non-motor carriers.For detail on the SSDQ methodology, visit the A&I Data Quality Website: http://ai.fmcsa.dot.gov/DataQuality/methodology/ Note: the carrier type issues are explained in detail later in this session
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Evaluation Period = Event Date Range 
12 Months of MCMIS Data 
 Based on event date, not upload date 
 “Rolling” 12-month period 
 Excludes the most recent 3 months 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graphic explains the evaluation period.Each month, a “snapshot” of MCMIS data is taken. The SSDQ evaluation uses 12 months of records from this snapshot.Each month, the Accuracy measures evaluate 12 months of MCMIS data from that month’s snapshot. A record is evaluated if the date of the crash or inspection event – not the date of upload to MCMIS – occurred within that 12-month period. This is a “rolling” evaluation period – with each evaluation, the period rolls forward by one month. It’s always a 12-month period and it always excludes the three most recent months from the snapshot date.
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  Accuracy ratings calculated each month 

  Results posted on the A&I Data Quality Website 

Ratings 

Number of Matched Records 
Number of Evaluated Records =    Percent of Matched Records 

Rating Criteria 

Good Percentage of matched 
records is ≥ 95% 

Fair Percentage of matched 
records is 85 - 94% 

Poor Percentage of matched 
records is < 85% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ratings for the Accuracy MeasuresBased on the 12-month evaluation period, the Accuracy ratings are calculated each month as part of the SSDQ evaluation.The measure calculates the percent of reported records that are matched to a carrier in MCMIS.The rating is assigned based on these criteria:Good Rating: Percentage of matched records is >= 95%Fair Rating: Percentage of matched records is 85 - 94%Poor Rating: Percentage of matched records is < 85%The results are posted on the A&I Data Quality Website at https://ai.fmcsa.dot.gov/DataQuality.
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How to Interpret Data 
Quality Reports 
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Three types of reports: 
1   Rating Results            2   State Data                  3   Custom Reports 

                        Analysis Reports 

What you can do with them:  

 

 

How to Use Data Quality Reports 

Spot trends in reporting 

Identify problems with data collection  
 

Review/correct specific records 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data Quality Reports Data Quality Reports help you assess and improve your State’s data quality.  There are three types of Data Quality Reports that can help you spot trends in reporting, identify problems with data collection, and correct specific records.  The Measure Reports present ratings for each measure on the A&I Data Quality Website.The Supplemental State Data Analysis Reports (SDAR) supplement each Measure Report with additional detailed information.Custom Reports tailored to your State’s needs are also available from your State’s Technical Analyst (TA).
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Monthly Rating Results 

MCMIS snapshot  
was taken March 22, 2013 

12 Months of MCMIS data 

Event Date Range is  
1/1/2012 – 12/31/2012 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Monthly Rating ResultsEach month, the Accuracy measures evaluate 12 months of MCMIS records. A record is evaluated if the date of the crash or inspection event – not the date of upload to MCMIS – occurred within that 12-month period. This is a “rolling” evaluation period –  with each evaluation, the period rolls forward by one month, but it’s always a 12-month period. And it always excludes the three most recent months from the snapshot date.Which months are included?Each month, a “snapshot” of MCMIS data is taken. The SSDQ evaluation uses this snapshot.The evaluation period is the 12-month period that ends 3 months before the MCMIS snapshot date.  
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Crash Accuracy Results  

How to Interpret 
 Rating results display the last 13 

ratings in a bar chart and a table 
 Each rating based on the percentage of 

matched records in MCMIS 
 Compare current and previous results 

to identify trends 
 

When to Act 
 Unusual or significant change  

in percent of matched records 
 Slow decline in rating 
 Even when the rating is Good 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crash Accuracy Results - Measure ReportThe report displays the last 13 ratings in a bar chart and a tableRatings are based on the percentage of records matched to a carrier in MCMISThe report identifies trends and compares current and previous resultsAs shown in this Crash Accuracy Measure Report:The January 2013 MCMIS snapshot was taken on 1/25/2013.Only records for inspections completed within the event date range of 11/1/2011 - 10/31/2012 were evaluated. (The event date range excludes crash records within the most recent three months.) The measure evaluated 3,666 Interstate and HM Intrastate crash records; of these 439 (12%) records were not matched to a carrier in the Census file and 3,227 records were matched; this results in a Fair rating of 88%.  Act when the results show the following:A slow decline in ratings. An unusual or significant change in the percent of matched records. Fluctuations in reporting may be normal. However, unusual or significant changes should always be evaluated to determine if corrective action is needed. For example, your State’s Technical Analyst (TA) can also run custom reports. 
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Inspection Accuracy Results 
Room for improvement, 
even for Good ratings: 
 Most States have a  

Good rating, but… 
 A few percentage points 

can mean thousands of 
unmatched records 

Example State improved: 
 Carrier type assignment 
 Research and correction 
 Rating from 96% to 99% 

 Reduced unmatched  
records by 1,817 

 But still more than  
1,000 unmatched! 2,928 

1,111 

96 99 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a closer look at Good ratings. Most States have Good ratings in the Inspection Accuracy measure. In fact, in the January 2013 evaluation, 99% of the nation’s inspection records were matched to a carrier. Nevertheless, the 1% of records represent 17,886 inspection records. Depending on volume, even with a Good rating in Inspection Accuracy, a State could account for a relatively high percentage of the nation’s poor data. As shown in the example: In September 2009, the State’s rating was Good, at 96%.Although the State had been content with the Good rating, the remaining 4% unmatched records represented 2,928 inspection records.Note: With this volume of unmatched reports, the State was contributing 10% of the nation’s unmatched inspection records. The State improved its Inspection Accuracy by 3% in less than 6 months; in April 2010, the State had a rating of 99% and 1,817 fewer unmatched inspection records in MCMIS.Note: The State accomplished this improvement by applying some of the lessons presented later in this session. 
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State Data Analysis Reports (SDAR) 

How to Interpret 
Sort by:  
 Agency and/or badge number 
 Number or percent of 

unmatched and matched 
records 

 Total evaluated records 

When to Act 
 Individual or agency with  

high numbers or percent 
of unmatched records 

 Widespread distribution  
of unmatched records   
 

Crash Accuracy – Records Reported by Agency and Badge Number 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crash Accuracy – Records Reported by Agency and Badge NumberOne of the State Data Analysis Reports (SDAR), this compliments the Crash Accuracy Measure. The report presents the number and percent of matched crash records by agency and badge numberNote: If the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP) Office resolves some of the State’s non-matches before upload to MCMIS, the actual officer/agency accuracy rates may be more difficult to determine. When to ActWhen agencies or officers have high numbers and percentages of unmatched records Also note if the distribution of unmatched records is widespread, there could be problems in manual or automated State processes. For example:  The State crash form or electronic collection doesn’t help the officers capture all carrier informationData import or processing drops or changes dataThe SAFETYNET Census file is not updated regularly
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SDAR (cont.) 

How to Interpret 
Sort by:  
 Inspector ID 
 Number or percent of 

unmatched and matched 
records 

 Total evaluated records 

When to Act 
 Inspectors (single or groups) 

with high numbers or percent 
of unmatched records  

 Widespread distribution of 
unmatched records 

Inspection Accuracy – Records Reported by Inspector ID  

Insp ID #’s 
hidden from 
view 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inspection Accuracy – Records Reported by Inspector IDOne of the State Data Analysis Reports (SDAR), this compliments the Inspection Accuracy Measure.The report presents the number and percent of inspection records matched to a carrier registered in MCMIS by inspector ID numberInspection records do not contain an “agency” field; if there is a pattern to inspector ID numbers it can be used to identify a specific agency, troop, or locationIf the MCSAP Office resolves some of the State’s non-matches before upload to MCMIS, the actual inspector accuracy may be more difficult to determineWhen to ActWhen there are Inspectors or groups of inspectors with high numbers and high percentages of unmatched recordsAlso note if the distribution of unmatched records is widespread; there could be problems in manual or automated State processes. For example: Using incorrect Aspen or ISS versions Data import or processing issues
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Explore specific data quality issues: 

 Identify inspection collection method (Aspen or other) 

 Target by month of inspection or crash to highlight trends 

 Identify all non-matched records and supporting details 

Custom Reports 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Custom ReportsYour State’s TA can run custom reports to: Identify which inspections were collected with Aspen or another collection method – paper or electronicSort by month of inspection to highlight related trendsList all non-matched reports in any available MCMIS snapshot and provide detailed information for each that can help with analyzing and resolving unmatched records. This non-match report lists key information fields for all non-matched inspection records and is sortable by field. Use it to:Identify common problems, such as missing U.S. DOT numbers, wrong carrier type, driver name instead of carrier nameAnalyze and resolve specific unmatched reports
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Key to improving crash and inspection accuracy:  
Apply FMCSA reporting requirements throughout  
the reporting process 

   

Data Collection and Reporting Process 

FMCSA Requires Complete Carrier Information 

Collect Select/ 
Transfer Report 

Law Enforcement State 
Organization MCSAP Office 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data Collection and Reporting ProcessA key step toward improving Crash and Inspection Accuracy is ensuring that FMCSA’s data requirements are applied throughout your State’s entire process for collecting and reporting crash and inspection data. Data collection and reporting processes vary among States.  However, these three reporting phases are common among States: Data CollectionRecord Selection and/or TransferReporting to FMCSA SystemsFor accuracy, pay particular attention to the two phases of collect and report. 
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 Responsible for uploading 

complete, accurate safety data  
to FMCSA systems 

 Includes resolving unmatched 
records if carrier information is 
incomplete 

Report to Federal Systems 

MCSAP Office 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reporting to FMCSA SystemsThe MCSAP Office is responsible for uploading complete, accurate crash and inspection data to Federal systems. This includes resolving unmatched records if carrier information is incomplete.When the data is not capturing properly at the crash or inspection event, the burden falls on the MCSAP Office to perform research and find the correct data.
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How to Resolve 
Unmatched Records 
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Research and complete blank or incorrect carrier fields: 

 Assign correct carrier type 

 Review non-match report of existing unmatched crash  
or inspection records * 

 Use carrier search tool in SAFETYNET on new records 

 Research using FMCSA and State systems; call the carrier 

 Correct carrier information per your State’s procedures 

 

*Custom report available through the Technical Analyst (TA) 
 

 

How to Resolve Unmatched Records 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These steps need to be completed prior to uploading the records to MCMIS.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This flowchart depicts the carrier search process the crash record undergoes once it gets to MCMIS.  The carrier types are the following:InterstateIntrastateNot in Commerce (Other Trucks)Not in Commerce (Government)Other Operation/Not SpecifiedSubsequent slides explain how the carrier search process treats each carrier type.
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Interstate Carrier 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interstate CarriersCarriers labeled interstate undergo the MCMIS carrier search process that results in a match or non-match status.These carriers are evaluated by the Crash Accuracy MeasureInterstate carriers are defined as those that transport passengers or cargo in interstate commerce.  They must have a U.S. DOT number.
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Intrastate Carrier HM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intrastate Carriers that transport Hazardous MaterialsCarriers labeled intrastate and transport hazardous materials undergo the MCMIS carrier search process that results in a match or non-match status.These carriers are evaluated by the Crash Accuracy MeasureIntrastate carriers that transport hazardous materials are defined as those that transport quantities of hazardous materials that require a safety permit. They must have a U.S. DOT number.
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Intrastate Carrier Non-HM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intrastate Carriers that do not transport Hazardous MaterialsCarriers labeled intrastate and do not transport hazardous materials undergo the MCMIS carrier search process but are not assigned a match or non-match status.  These carriers are not evaluated by the Crash Accuracy MeasureIntrastate carriers that do not transport hazardous materials are defined as those that transport passengers or cargo within their own State lines (not in interstate commerce). They may or may not have a U.S. DOT number.
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Not in Commerce – Other Trucks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not in Commerce – Other TrucksCarriers labeled Not in Commerce – Other Trucks do not undergo the MCMIS carrier search process and are not assigned a match or non-match status.  These carriers are not evaluated by the Crash Accuracy MeasureAn example of these carriers are rental trucks over 10 GVWR/GCWR and they are known to be rented for a non-commercial purpose.  In SAFETYNET, the responsible party or entity should be entered as ‘individual’ and the carrier address fields set to ‘unknown’.
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Not in Commerce – Government 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not in Commerce – GovernmentCarriers labeled Not in Commerce – Government do not undergo the MCMIS carrier search process and are not assigned a match or non-match status.  These carriers are not evaluated by the Crash Accuracy MeasureNot in Commerce – Government carrier names could include the following:CityTown or townshipCountyCommonwealthDepartmentFireSchoolTransitU.S. Postal
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Other Operation / Not Specified 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other Operation / Not SpecifiedCarriers labeled Other Operation / Not Specified do not undergo the MCMIS carrier search process and are not assigned a match or non-match status.  These carriers are not evaluated by the Crash Accuracy MeasureOther Operation / Not Specified can be used in these cases:Hit-and-RunOfficer not able to obtain any carrier information
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Example:  
How Carrier Type 

Affects Crash Accuracy 
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Crash Accuracy Measure Evaluation 

Carrier Type Breakdown Example 

Interstate 3,545 

Intrastate HM 9 

Intrastate Non-HM 558 

Not in Commerce – Other Trucks 37 

Not in Commerce – Government 493 

Other Operation/Not Specified 233 

Total 4,875 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an actual example of crash records uploaded to MCMIS by a State, broken down by carrier type.  In this example, a total of 4,875 carrier types are broken down into the following categories:Interstate  3,545 Intrastate HM 9Intrastate Non-HM 558Not in commerce – Other trucks – 37Not in commerce- Government 493Other Operation / Not Specified 233
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Crash Accuracy Measure Evaluation 

3,545 567 

3,357 197 558 763 

Carrier Type Breakdown Example 

Interstate 3,545 

Intrastate HM 9 

Intrastate Non-HM 558 

Not in Commerce – Other Trucks 37 

Not in Commerce – Government 493 

Other Operation/Not Specified 233 

Total 4,875 

Crash records evaluated 3,554 
 

Crash records matched 3,357  94%   Fair 

Crash records not matched 197  6% 
 

4,875 

37 493 233 

Not Evaluated 

Evaluated 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continuing the example  from the previous slide:There were 4,875 crash records uploaded to MCMIS.Each record with an Interstate carrier type undergoes the carrier search process and is included in the Crash Accuracy measure evaluation. Each record with a Not-in-Commerce carrier type is skipped by the carrier search process and is excluded from the Crash Accuracy measure evaluation.Each record with Intrastate HM carrier type undergoes the carrier search process.  If the HM flag is set to “No” or “N/A,” the record is excluded from the Crash Accuracy measure evaluation. If the HM flag is set to “Yes,” the record is included in the Crash Accuracy measure evaluation. Of the records undergoing the carrier search process:There are 3,545 Interstate carriers and nine Intrastate HM carriers, for a total of 3,554 records.3,357 resulted in a match status, while 197 resulted in a non-match status.For the calculation of the Crash Accuracy measure rating:The number of matched records (3,357) is divided by the number of evaluated records (3,554). The result is 94%, which results in a Fair rating.
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Resolving Non-Matches 

Resolving the 197 non-matches 

Not in Commerce – Other trucks 32 

Not in Commerce – Government 22 

Other Operation/Not Specified 7 

Intrastate Non-HM 13 

Interstate (Resolved) now used in SMS 63 

Total  137 

New Total of Non-matches 60 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resolving Non-Matches A detailed non-match report is available to help identify non-matched records that potentially have an incorrect carrier-type and should not have gone through the matching process. Review each record using the SAFETYNET carrier search function to search by the U.S. DOT Number and see if a match is found. Very often, a small difference in the carrier name or address triggers a non-match. Also, the carrier search function returns the carrier type.  Ensure that the carrier type is correct.Use an Internet search engine to look for the carrier name; this will reveal if the company name is real.  Verify that the carrier address matches the one in the record. It’s possible that a terminal address was collected instead of the  company’s physical address. Also, look for the carrier address and verify that it locates the same company/carrier as in the record. If all else fails, call the carrier and verify the information on the record.Update records with the correct carrier type and re-upload the record to SAFETYNET.  Note: Depending on your State, records might need to be corrected at the source to guarantee that the same record is found in all appropriate places.Continuing the previous example, the 137 non-matched records is reduced to 60 after applying the non-match report:  Here is the breakdown by carrier type:Not in commerce – Other trucks – 32Not in commerce- Government  - 22Other Operation / Not Specified  - 7Intrastate Non-HM - 13Interstate  (Resolved using the non-match report previously mentioned) 63Total 137New number of non-matches  60
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Crash Accuracy Measure Evaluation 

Carrier Type Original Breakdown Resolved New Breakdown 

Interstate 3,545 - 74 3,471 

Intrastate HM 9 0 9 

Intrastate non-HM 558 + 13 571 

Not in Commerce – Other Trucks 37 + 32 69 

Not in Commerce – Government 493 + 22 515 

Other Operation/Not Specified 233 + 7 240 

Total 4,875 4,875 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep in mind that the unmatched records in the example were all uploaded with Interstate as the carrier type. Once the non-matches are reviewed and the carrier type corrected, this could reduce the number of Interstate carriers evaluated.In the table above, the number of newly corrected carrier types are added to the original breakdown counts of Intrastate non-HM and non-motor carriers. Also, the same counts (the total, 74) are deducted from the original count of Interstate carriers.This gives a new breakdown, which will have a direct effect on the Crash Accuracy rating.The new breakdown is the following:Interstate 3,471 (74 less than the original count)Intrastate HM 9 (unchanged from original count)Intrastate non-HM 571 (increase by 13 from original count)Not in Commerce – Other Trucks 69 (increase by 32 from original count)Not in Commerce – Government 515 (increase by 22 from original count)Other Operation/Not Specified 240 (up by 7 from original count)
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Outcome: 

 Reduced the number of non-matches from 197 to 60 

 SSDQ Crash Accuracy Rating rose from ‘Fair’ to ‘Good’ 

 74 carrier types reassigned from the 197 carriers wrongly 
labeled as Interstate; the number of evaluated records 
reduced from 3,545 to 3,480 

 63 crashes have been resolved to interstate carriers,  
leaving that many more records for the SMS to use 

 

 

Crash Accuracy Measure Evaluation 
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3,471 580 

3,420 60 571 824 

Crash Accuracy Measure Evaluation 
New Breakdown 

Interstate 3,471 

Intrastate HM 9 

Intrastate non-HM 571 

Not in commerce – Other Trucks 69 

Not in commerce – Government 515 

Other Operation/Not Specified 240 

Total 4,875 

Crash records evaluated 3,480 
 

Crash records matched 3,420  98%   Good 

Crash records not matched 60   2% 
 

69 515 240 

Evaluated 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new breakdown is shown along with the new evaluated rating. Resolving some carriers and changing to the appropriate carrier type has improved the Crash Accuracy rating from 94% to 98%.
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Carrier Matching 
Examples 
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Non-Match Carrier Data 

Example 1 Original Carrier 
Information 

Match Found 

U.S. DOT #  970412 

Carrier Name ANDY STIEYA ANDY STIEVA TRUCKING LTD 

Carrier Address 4628 BARTLETT RD 4628 BARTLETT RD 

Carrier City BEAMSVILLE BEAMSVILLE 

Carrier State UK ON 

Carrier Zip Code 99999 L0R 1B1 

Searching for Carrier Information on The Internet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The internet can be used as a tool to search for carrier data.  This table shows a comparison of carrier data in MCMIS to the same carrier found on the internet.The carrier address is the same but the name is slightly different.
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Non-Match Carrier Data 

Example 2 Original Carrier 
Information 

Match Found 

U.S. DOT #  199151 

Carrier Name P W CHAMBERLIN TRUCKING 
INC 

CHAMBERLIN FARMS 

Carrier Address P O BOX 82 7135 ST ROUTE 613 

Carrier City LEIPSIC LEIPSIC  

Carrier State OH OH 

Carrier Zip Code 45856 45856 

Searching for Carrier Information on The Internet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The internet can be used as a tool to search for carrier data.  This table shows a comparison of carrier data in MCMIS to the same carrier found on the internet.The carrier name is similar enough to warrant further investigation to see if this carrier could be a match.
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 Use custom reports 
 List of all uploaded records to compare matched to unmatched records 
 List of non-matches 

 Identify non-motor-carriers first 

 Use SAFETYNET’s carrier search function 

 Use Internet searches 

 Call the carrier  

 

 

Non-Match Resolutions Steps 
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Contacts 
 
Candy Brown 
SSDQ Measure Development and Analysis 
Candace.Brown@dot.gov 
617-494-3856 
 

Nelson Canas 
SAFETYNET System and Data Quality Training 
Nelson.Canas.CTR@dot.gov 
617-494-6019 

 

 

mailto:Candace.Brown@dot.gov
mailto:Nelson.Canas@dot.gov
mailto:Nelson.Canas@dot.gov
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 Understand the Accuracy measure methodology 

 Interpret the Accuracy rating results 

 Interpret Accuracy SDAR 

 Identify potential sources of collection and reporting issues 

 Use the new non-match reports 

 Assign correct carrier type to resolve non-matches 

 Identify FMCSA resources for improving data quality 

Training Recap 

I am now able to: 
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